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Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri Pakistan´s Pride and World´s Outstanding Diplomate 
Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK)

London, 25.03.2020, 22:33 Time

USPA NEWS - Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist who is one of the most influential
and ardent campaigners and lobbyist for promoting Pakistan welfare and UK - Pakistan special relations, is urging the Prime Minister
of Pakistan Imran Khan and the Minister of Foreign Affairs Shah Mehmood Qureshi to bestow the top most international foreign office
portfolio on Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri. Shazada Hayat said, Zahid Hafeez Ch. is truly the pride of Pakistan for his outstanding
achievement and service to his beloved motherland Pakistan. He is a fiercely loyal and patriotic diplomat blessed with vast knowledge,
experience and wisdom with a razor sharp and clinical approach of execution of any mission undertaken by him. During the time Zahid
Hafeez Ch. was serving at the Pakistan High Commission in London, with the then High Commissioner H.E. Syed Ibne Abass and
Ghulam Nabi Memon Head of Special Operations, paramount political and diplomatic success was achieved in the UK for Pakistan. 

These three Pakistani diplomats unprecedented and record-breaking success. achieved The interaction between British prominent
parliamentarians and H.E. Syed Ibne Abbas, Ghulam Nabi Memon and Zahid Hafeez Ch. set a unique precedence. Pakistan High
Commission most certainly succeeded enormously in their endeavours.

The other most important achievement was mobilising and uniting the entire UK overseas Pakistani community regardless of their
political affiliation, to help and support their ancestral motherland Pakistan and to continue to strive to build a prosperous Britain. The
morale and patriotism of the overseas Pakistani community during this period was at an all times high just as the Pakistan-UK
relations was also at the highest point. 

This phenomenal achievement was as a result of Pakistan's ace team of diplomats H.E. Syed Ibne Abbas, Ghulam Nabi Memon and
H.E. Zahid Hafeez Ch. Throughout their reign at the London High Commission, the Pakistan High Commission was seen by all the
international foreign missions in United Kingdom as the most outstanding in Britain. This remarkable accomplishment by the Pakistan
High Commission left the enemies of Pakistan in the UK perplexed and dismayed. Zahid Hafeez Ch. upon leaving his record-breaking
successful mission in the UK went back to Pakistan to take charge as the Director General of South Asian Affairs, which is seen by
Pakistan as one of the most strategic and very important foreign office missions. These regions pose the most serious threat to
Pakistan's national interest and security. As Director General of South Asia Zahid Hafeez Ch. is the eyes, ears and the brain of
Pakistan.

He is currently serving at this department with distinction and honour. Shazada Hayat went on to say, Pakistan's diplomats are
amongst the best in the world and Zahid Hafeez Ch. is a shining example. Pakistan foreign office diplomats and the Pakistan Armed
Forces are amongst the best in the world. The Pakistan nation and the overseas Pakistani community salute the Pakistan Armed
Forces and the nation's foreign office diplomats who are seen as the supreme protectors of Pakistan. These two sacred institutions of
the nation are symbols of the vision of Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah's Pakistan and it is these two institutions that hold dearly
close to their hearts the golden words of The Father of the Nation when he said, "No power on earth can undo Pakistan,
said Shazada Hayat.
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